
Swan Lake Narratives
Hi Everyone,  

Sometimes when I go to Swan Lake it makes me feel very comfortable and
happy just like when I was a young boy. Being in nature often reminds me of
those bucolic days of childhood spent hanging from apple trees or laying by
cools streams. At Swan Lake there are even a couple of characters from my
childhood named Rusty and Jerome. Do you remember their TV show called
The Friendly Giant? The Friendly Giant would say Look up - - Waay Up and
welcome you to go up to his castle, sit in a rocking chair, and visit with the

Friendly Giant's friends Rusty the Rooster and Jerome the Giraffe. You could
count on being entertained in the most simple, sweet and gentle manner

possible and head home all refreshed and ready for your day.

At Swan Lake Erica, a program naturalist, told me they have a Rusty and Jerome too! They named them that because just
like on the TV show you have to look up, waaay up to the top of tall Douglas Firs like this one on a hill overlooking the lake

to see them.

 Just like the TV Rusty and Jerome they will tell you great stories
if you look carefully around you on your walk around the lake.

When you look way up you might find
Rusty and Jerome the Swan Lake Bald

Eagles like I did a few days ago.

W I T H  L E N N Y
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A little google sleuthing discovered that
according to the USDA "The term

smartweed is thought to be a more
sanitized version of the original word
“arsmart” for the use of the plant in

medieval times to relieve itching and
swelling of the human posterior.”

Now that is something well worth sharing with friends
and especially with the young ones who, my

experience tells me, will find this little bit
of trivia if not very interesting then at least

downright hilarious and memorable. 
The plant is smart because it can care for your hiney!

W I T H  L E N N Y

We have been telling the story of
 trying to find out the name of this

gorgeous little mystery plant 
 merging from the back ponds of

the sanctuary.

Thanks to Jay Rastogi, Swan Lake
site manager, we found out it is

called Water Smartweed.
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They thought of it as a famine
food to eat only if you had to
because when you eat them

the numerous little seeds can
be such an irritant it results in

a burning itchy “human
posterior."  So much so they
called such plants or plant

eaters “itchy bums!”

W I T H  L E N N Y

But it gets better for as you
walk down the path you
come to many stands of

beautiful wild Nootka Rose.

Another park interpreter
once told me that the
indigenous peoples

would eat the rose hips
from the Nootka Rose, but

only  if they were
very desperate.

That sounds like quite a problem, but now you know you could go
ahead and eat rose hips if you wanted to because you can have

some Arse-mart to relieve the itching! 
My, isn’t that interesting!
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They were into the tall grass eating the
falling seeds,

Swan Lake Narratives

It was great to see the goslings
growing up and exploring the lake,
but mom was having a hard time

getting them in order.

W I T H  L E N N Y

or gobbling up aquatic
plants from the lake.

Then mom finally got their attention.And proved she too can get her ducks, or
rather goslings, in a row which is no easy
feat when you have such a large family.
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Well I didn’t see the
Friendly Giant’s story telling
rooster but there were lots
of talkative birds like this
Western Crow giving me

advice.

Keep my rocking chair ready because I’ll be back soon to visit this
land of Friendly Giant trees and amazing animals again. In the

meantime click this link below to see the Friendly Giant in action.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WV2P6P4p6Hg

Take care, Lenny

W I T H  L E N N Y

And there wasn’t any gentle
giraffe, but this young buck
was happy to take a break

from his snacking,

I’ve had another very
refreshing Swan

Lake walk.  Thanks
for the visit Rusty…..or

is it Jerome?

To wish me a fond farewell.
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